CSDCI attended the Working Group Meeting for development of a curriculum on Construction Painter and Decorator Vocational Course from 16th to 18th March 2020 at PSS Central Institute of Vocational Education, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.

The usefulness of vocational education in terms of making an individual employable and a productive citizen, maintaining social cohesion and sustainability were discussed in the meeting.
CSDCI conducted RPL TYPE 4 Best in Class Employer orientation workshop for CREDAI at Saltlake, Kolkata, West Bengal on 17th March 2020.
Total 11 candidates attended the orientation program.
The dual-learning mode has been introduced for improving the connect between industry and ITIs. Under the dual-learning mode of training, the theoretical instructions and basics about safety and tools, equipment along with foundation practical will be imparted in ITIs and relevant on the job training for that particular trade will be given in the industry. ITIs are required to enter MOUs with industries/employers where they want to send their trainees for on the job training.
Assessments conducted this week

Assistant Electrician assessment being conducted by AKG Skills Pvt. Ltd. on 20th March 2020 at Ranchi, Jharkhand.
PMKVY RPL- Assessment being conducted for the Assistant electrician job role by Briddhi Innovation Pvt. Ltd. on 18th March 2020 at Ganganagar, Rajasthan.
Assessments conducted this week

PMKVY CSSM STT - Assessment being conducted for the Assistant Electrician Level 3 job role by Sankalp Vikas Samiti on 15th March 2020 at Udhamsingh Nagar, Uttarakhand.